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“Continuing Tradition - Building Awareness and Pride at FAU”

Author(s): Mike Burdman
            Allison Gentry

Sponsor(s): Boris Bastidas

WHEREAS: Traditions help to promote school spirit, community involvement, university growth as well as the advancement of student life and involvement on campus, and;

WHEREAS: The University of Florida, University of Miami and other prominent institutes of higher education have large tradition and spirit building programs that have enhanced the overall pride, spirit and moral on their campus, and;

WHEREAS: “The Owl Book” was originally created by the Student Alumni Association (SAA) in 2006 as a way to help Florida Atlantic University (FAU) become a more traditional university, and;

WHEREAS: A Traditions committee was established the following year that took “The Owl Book” to the next level and distributed it to all incoming freshman students during orientation, and;

WHEREAS: “The Owl Book” will, and has always contained general information about FAU’s history, students government, athletics, student organizations, on-campus activates and services, future plans, the tradition building program and much more, and;

WHEREAS: This year, due to the increase of students on campus more books (7000) will be produced and distributed than ever before, now;

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED: The Boca Raton House of Representatives will reserve $23,995.00 dollars to be used to pay for the production costs of the 2011-2012 Owl Book. Any unused funds will be returned to the contingency account.
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